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0. btroduction and statement of results 
This paper studies the following problem: Gi$ en a projective chain complex C, 
over a ring A, and a surjective homomorphism of rings F : A + A F, what conditions 
must be satisfied by th,e homology of C, SO that C, @A A ’ will be u:y&? This 
problem arises naturally in connection with many topological questions. For 
example, in high-dimensional knot theory the irdcegral homology of itile comple- 
ment vanishes above the first dimension while the homology with re:spect to 
suitable local coefficients may be very complex0 
The most direct method of attacking this pro: &rn is to equate the &term of th 
universal coefficient spectral sequence to zero a: jd consider what this iimpks about 
the &term. This procedure has several drawbat_ ks, not the least OIE which is that A ’ 
may be of infinite homological dimension over .A so that the spectral sequence will 
have an infinite number of terms. Even when this spectral se.quence ollap 
doesn’t usually get an explicit (and easily verifiable) condition on the h 
of c,. 
The present paper will show that, in many cases, the homology of such 
acyclic complexes can be characterized in torsion-theoretic terms - i.e., a 
will occur as a homology module of some relatively acyclic omplear if and only if it 
is a torsion LmoduZe in a suitable sense. 
This characterization is applied in Section 3 to prove that inI many 
surgery obstruction *groups, defined, in [3], are camaically isomor 
ordinary surgery obstruction groups, defined in [13]. 
efore we state our main result, note that all chain complen;es will b 
be ~~~~e~y generated, ~~oj~~c~iue, and bo 
assumed to act on the tiglht in this paper. 
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-+ H be a surjective homomq&ism of groups with H a finite 
c group and with kernel a finitely geneFated nilpotent group K. 
In additiorr, suppose the action of H on K defined by conjugation factors through a 
finite group.” Let I be the kernel of the homomorphism of group-rings F : 
induced by f, and let C, be a ZG-chain complex. Then C, @&a ZH is acyc&c if and 
only if C, Bzo A is acyclic, where A = ZG [S “1 and S is the multiplicatively closed 
set of elements of ZG of the form 1 + i, i E I. In particular, C, Qzo ZH is acyclic if 
and only if Hi (C,) &A = 0 for all i and a finitely generated right ZG-module, M, 
is a homology module of a chain complex that is acyclic over ZH if and only if for 
every x E .M there exists i E I such that x(1 + i) = 8. 
emarks. This theorem will be proved in Section 2. We will also show that, under 
the hypotheses of this theorem, if S if the multiplicatively closed set of elements of 
ZG of the form (1 + i), i E I the classical ring of fractions, A = ZG[S-‘1, is well 
defined. The proof of Theorem 1, in Section 2 of this paper, actually implies the 
corresponding statement for lefi complexes as well. 
CordIasy 2. Let f : G + H be a surjective homomqphism of groups with H a finite 
group and with kernel K a finitely generated abelian group. 
A finitely generated right ZG-module M is a homology module of a finitely 
generated projective complex that is acyclic over ZH if and only if there exists an 
element i of the augmentation ideal of K such that M l (1 -I- i) = b. 
roof. First note that M is a finitely generated module over ZK. If we regard ZG 
finitely generated f:*ee modtrle over ZK, we get ZH = ZG @ZK 2 as a left 
module where ZK acts on 2 via multiplication by the image under the l 
augmentation. This impfies that if C, is a finitely generated right projective 
compiex over G, C, BzTG ZH will be acyclic if and only if C, &K Z is acyclic, 
after regarding C, as a complex over 2X. It follov4s that M will satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 1 with G = K and H the trivial group. C?oasequentDy, M 
can be a homology module of a finitely generated ective complex over ZG that 
H if and only if every elernrent of 
of the f&m 
is annihilated by an element of 
(1-t i), where i ix contained in the augmentatio 1ideal of ZK. If 
+ 4) are annihilators of a finite generating set for M over the fact that K is 
abelian implies that the product of the (1,+ ii) will annihilate all of M. 
The follnwurg corollary shows that, 
can be strengthened considerably. 
in special cases, the statement of Theorem 1 
Let f : G + H be a subjective homomorphism of groups with kernel 
. If we regard nomia Is in a variable t 
then a ,“initely generated rig mology module of a 
’ A recent result of Y. Roseblade ( r”orem A in “Applications of the Artin-&%% Lemma to Group 
rigs”,, Symposia Mathematics, XVII, 471-478) makes it ssible to eliminate this condition entirely. I 
2rn gratehl to Professor Patrick Smith for pointing this out to me. 
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projective chain complex @* over G such that C, BZG 
there exists a Laurent polynomial p(t) such that p(l) = 4 1 
The universal coefficient spectral sequence (see [4], p. 356) shows that, in 
this case, A4 can be a homology module of a relatively acyclic ompit;:x if and only if 
M &a H = 0 and the set of eIements of M fixed by the action of t is zero. The* 
conditions are equivalent to the condition that (t - 1) induce an automorphism of 
M. If M l p(t) = 0 as in the conclusion of the theorem, (I? - 1) ‘will induce an 
automorphism of M since (t - 1) 1 p(t) - 1 aud p(t) - 1 must induce an automor- 
phism of M. Thus the conditions on M are sufficient. 
Now suppose that M is a finitely generated ZG-qodule such that (# - I) induces 
an automorphism of M. Let M0 be the Z[Z]-submodule ilof M spanned by a 
generating se2 for M over ZG under <the action of Z[Z]. Clea.rly (t -1-e I) will induce 
an automorphism of MO and this implies, by the universal,1 coefllicient spectral 
sequence (see [4], p. 356), that MO is a honaology module of a fin’itely generated 
projective chain complex over Z[Z] such that Ci @ ztzi Z is acyck. CZoroSIary 2 now 
implies that there exists an element i0 E &, where I0 is the augmentation ideal of 
Z[Z] such that A&, . (1 + iO) = 0. If we set p(t) to (1 + iO) the existence of a surjectiogg 
of Z[Z]-modules Mb @ zIzlZG -+ M (m& k maps fo m. l k, where k E ZG) im;lfies 
that M l p(t) = 0 and the conclusion foHo,;llrs. 
Theorem 1 and its corollaries also have the following interesting consequence: 
CorolUaqr 4. Let G and H be as in Theorem I. or &roZlaries 2 OP 3. .,rf M id; Q ~n~t~~~ 
generated right ZG-module such that To~~~(.M, 252) = 0 for- all i, and 169’ is any 
finitely generated submodde ot quotient, then Tor?(M’, ZH) = 0 @r all i. 
The results of this paper, and particularly of The .Drern 1and its con:ollaries, will 
applied to geometric problems in [S] and hom<sr,opy-theoretic problems in [9] - 
both of these applications arise in connection wit9 the codimension-two place 
problem for compact manifolds. 
Another interesting consequence of Theorem 1 and its corollaries is that, in 
cases, homology surgery obstruction groups are eanonicatly isomorphic to su 
ordinary surgery obstr\;ction groups. To make this statement precise we make t
following definition: 
Ddinitjlon 5. The symbol S will denote one of the following multipliicatively c 
sets of elements of iG: 
(1) If G, K and H satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, but 
corollaries, S consists of all elements of ZG of the form 1 + i 
(2) If G, X and K satis the conditions of Corotlary 2, but noif 
consists of all elements of G of the fordm lti’where i’EK 
ise, I Laurent polyn 
,3) p(t) such that p(l) = r4 1. 
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The symbol n will denote ZG[S-‘1 (whose existence is implied by Theorem 2.1) 
and g : A + 223 will denote the canonical extension of F defined by the universal 
property of classical rings of quotients (see [12], p. 50). 
mark. In cases (2) and (3) one must couple Theorem 2.1 with an argument like 
that used in proposition 6.2 of [12] in order to prove the existence of A. 
Let Lr(A ), B a subgroup of K&l), be the group defined algebraically in [14], p. 
286, and let r?(F) and r?(ZG + A), where A is a subgroup of K@W), be 
generalizations of the r-groups defined algebraically in Chapter I of [3] with Wh(F) 
and Wh(ZG + n ) replaced by K@IH)/A and &(A)/?, respectively, in the 
definition. Recall that F is the homomorphism of integral group-rings induced by $ 
eorem 6. Let G, H, S, F, A and g be as in nition 5 and Theorem 1 and its 
corollaries. Let A be a subgroup of K1( and let B = S-‘(A), where 
g : &(A)+ &(ZH) is the map induced by g. Then the canonical homomorphisms 
ji : ra(ZG + A)-+ LB(A), defined in Chapter I of [3], and the homomorphism 
pi I rr(ZG --I) -4 ) E L :(A )-+ r?(F), indtfced by the identity map of ZG and 
g : A + ZH are isomorphisms for all i. 
This will be proven in Section 3. 
emarks. (I) This result was known to Cappell and Shaneson in the case where all 
groups are abelian (though a proof has never appeared). 
(2) Theorem 6 will be used to obtain a torsion-theoretic formulation for relative 
homology surgery theory in [lo]. 
Some of the results ir this paper are an extension of part of my doctoral 
dissertation and I would like to take this opportunity to thank my advisor, Professor 
Syfvain Cappell, for his er\i:ouragement and guidance in that work. 
I would also like to thank the referee for his helpful comments. 
In this section we will verify that the ring G has a certain algebraic property 
that will be used to prove Theorem 1. 
Let A be a ring and let a be a two-sided ideal of A. Then a is said to satisfy the 
right Artin-Rees condition if, for every right ideal b of A, there exists an integer n 
such that ‘b n Q” C ba. The ideal a will be said to satisfy the symmetric Artin-Rees 
condition if it also satisfies the condition above with b a Zefl ideal and bo replaced 
by ob. 
Suppose u is a finitely I of the ring ,1. 
re exists a set o 
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(a) x1 is contained in the center of A ; 
(i-l) xi -I- (Xl,. . . , xi-l) is contained in the center of A /(x1,. . . , x1_,). 
In [S, 2.71, Nouaze and Gabtie have shown that -an ideal in a noetherian ring that 
has a centralizing set of elements will satisfy the symmetric Artin-Recs condition. 
Throughout he remainder of this section and of Section 2, G, H, K, F and § will be 
as in part 1 of Definition 5: 
(1) f : G -+ H is a surjective homomorphism of groups with kernel a finitely 
generated nilpotent group K such that the action of H on K induced by 
conjugation by elements of G factors through a finite group. 
(2) F : ZG --+ ZH is the homomorphism induced by f with kernel I. 
(3) S is the multipiicatively closed set of all elements of ZG lof the form 
1 + i, i E I. 
This section will show that the ideal I of ZG satisfies the symmetric Artin-Rees 
condition. This will be applied in Section 2 to prove Theorem 1. Since the action of 
H on K factors through a finite group, it follows that there exists a subgroup HC of 
H of finite index such that H’ acts trivially on K. If G’ = f’*(H’), the definition of 
the action of H’ on K i.mplies that conjugation by elements of G’ induces inner 
automorphisms of K. 
Proposition I.$. Let G’ be as defined above and k+ X0 be the augmentation i&a1 of 
ZK. Then the ideal I’= IO l ZG’ = ZG’ l lo has a centralizing set (Iof generators 
in ZG’. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma ~3 of [ 1 l] which sitates that the 
ideal IO has a centralizing set of generators {Xi) in ZK. Since colnjugation by 
elements of G” induces inner automorphisms of K, the {q} will clearly be a 
centralizing set of generators for 1’ in ZG’. 
Proposition 1.2. The ideal I satisfies the symmetrx Artin-Rees condlition in 26. 
Proof. We first remark that I’ satisfies the symmetric Artin-Rees condition in 
To see this, no;e that G’ is a finite extension of a polycyclic group since it is 
subgroup of G, which is an extension of a finitely generated nilpotellrt grou 
finite extension of a polycyclic group. The lemma on p. 136 of [6] implies that 
a noetherian ring so ‘that the property of 1’ follows from 2.7 of [S]. 
Since G’ is of finite index in G, G can be regarded as a (right or 
module of finite rank over 26’. The em 4.4 in Chapter VIJ of [12] iimp 
M is any (right or left) ZG’ - submodule of Z;G (hence, in particular, any 
G)¶ 
0 a is a right module, or 
(b) 
The result follows from the fact 5at I” 
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2. The acyclic localization 
In this section, we define the acyclk localization of the ring 
Theorem 1. A basic resu t of this section is: 
t 
heorem 2.1. Let S be the multiplicative/y closed set of all elements of 
form 1 + i where i E I. Then, under the kjpDtheses of Theorem 1 the classical rings of 
quotients Z G [S-l] and [S -']ZG, defined in Chapter II of [ 121, exist and are well 
defined. Furthermore : 
(1) ZG[S’] = [S’]ZG as rings - henceforth, this ring will be denoted by A. 
(2) The ring A is a fiat (right and lefi) ZG-module, where the ZG-action is 
defined by multiplictition by the image under the canonical homomorphism 
j :ZG-,A. 
roof. In order that the classical rings of quotients, ZG[S’] and [S-‘&EC, be 
defined, it is necessary and sufficient that S satisfy the following conditions (see 
[ 123, Chapter II, section 1): 
(1) S is multiplicatively closed, i.e, X, y E S implies that xy E S. 
(2) 0 E S. 
(3) S is a right divisor set, i.e., if a E ZG, t E S, there exist b E ZG, s E S such 
that SO = bt. 
(4) S is a ieft divisor set - this conditron is the same as the preceding except hat 
we require that as = tb. 
(9 sa = 0 for a EE ZG, s E S if and only if there exists t E S such that at = 0. 
Qatement (1) follows from the fact that (1 -i- i)(l + i’) = (1 + i + i’+ ii’) and if 
i, i’ E 1, then i + i’ + ii’ vilI be contained in I. Statement (2) follows from the fact 
that I is not the whole ring ZG. Statements (3) and (4) follow from Theorem 1.1 of 
[ll] and the fact that I satisfies the symmetric Artin-Rees condition in ZG - see 
Proposition 1.2. Statemen : (5) follows from the fact that ZG is a noetherian ring (by 
p. 136 of [6]), statem ts (3) and (4), and from Proposition 1.5 in Chapter XI of [12]. 
The statement hat G[S-‘1 is isomorphic to [S-‘]ZG is just Corollary 1.3 in 
Chapter II of [12]. The statement hat n is a flat module is Proposition 3.5 in 
Chapter II of [ 121. 
Since the image of the set S under F : H consists of invertible elements 
H (in fact, it consists of the identity element), it follows from the universal 
property of classical rings of q 
(see [12], Chapter II) # : A 
tients that there exists a unique homomorphism 
such that the diagram 
commutes. ere j is t ical to -1 3 . ince F is 
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surjective, it follows that fi is surjective and, in fact, 
ositio If A, p and j are as defined above: 
(1) ker fi = i’= A 9 j(I) = j(X) *A ; 
(2) the ideal i is contained in the Jacobson radical of A. 
Remark. The second statement describes the crucial property of the lolcalization A. 
Proof. By abuse of notation, we will use the symbols for elements of ZG to denote 
their images under j - thus elements of A are of the form as-l where: Q E ZX3 and 
s E S, and the homomorphism F is defined by @as-‘) = F(a). Statement 1 then 
follows from the fact that 1 is two-sided and the fact that the isomorphism between 
ZG[S-‘1 and [S-*]ZG commutes with j and E (by the universal property of 
clas!;ical rings of quotients). In order to prove the second statement, we must show 
that, if f E 1, then 1 + 2 is invertible in A. Since statement 1 implies that i^ is of the 
form it(l + i2)-* with iI, iz E I is follows that (1 + i&l + iI i Qvl is an inverse for 
1 + c and the conclusion follows. 
The following proposition Provo Theorem 1, 
Proposition 2.3. Let C, be a finitely generated rig:ht projective chain complex o 
ZG. Then C, aZG ZH is acyclic if and only if G, Qpzes A is acyclk - this will 
happen if and only if Hi (C,) BzG A = 0 for all i, i.e., the homology modules of C, 
are A -torsion modules. 
Proof. We begin by proving the second statemznt. Since A is flat over ZC, 
Hi (C, aZGA) = Hi (C,) &A and this implies x-he second statemlent. 
If C, ezoA is acyclic, the fact that C, &a EH = (C, &oA)@~ ZH she 
that C, Bzo ZH will be acyclic. Now suppose C * Bza ZH is acyclic. Then all of its 
boundary maps will be split surjections and, ::f CO is the loweslt dimensional 
nonvanishing chain module,, we get the follow&g commutative diagram: 
Since g is surjective,‘ Yakayama’s Lemma and the fact th 
Jacobson radical of A (by F ic?osition 2.2) imply that 5 is 
split. The conclusion follows by induci;;;: - i.e., the precedin 
that C, dpzca A is chain-homotopy equivalent o 
imensional nonvanishing c ain module lies in 
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3. Applications to homology surgery theory 
In this section we will prove Theorem 6. We will use the notation of Definition 5. 
roposition 3.1. Let (Si) be a finite set of elements of S. Then there exist S E S and 
ai E ZG such that siai = S for all i. 
roof. Since S is a right divisor set for every s E S and a E ZG, there exist b E ZG 
and t E S such that sb = at. If we set s = s1 and a = s2 we get a common multiple of 
s1 and s2 contained in S and the result follows by induction. 
It is not hard to see that this implies that the canonical map ZG + A is locally 
epic in the sense of [3], p. 288. 
roposition 3.2. Let g : &(A)+ &(ZH) be the map induced by g : A + ZH, 
defined in Definition 5. D&en g is surjective and its kernel contains the classes of 
&(A) represented by multiplication by elements of S. In particular, S C B (see 
Theorem 6 for the definition of B). 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the definition of the homomorphism g and 
Proposition 1.3 in Chapter IX of [ 11. 
The following proposition proves the first part of Theorem 6: 
roposition 3.3. The co sonical homomorphisms ji : f r(ZG + A ) + L :(A ), defined 
in Chapter I of [3], art’ isomorphisms. 
roof. Suppose i Ss even. Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 of Chapter I of [3] imply that it will 
suffice to prove that every special q-form (in the terminology of [3)) with pee 
underlying module that vrdaps to a kernel under ji is strongly equivalent to zero. Let 
x = (H, cp, p) be such a special q -form and let {yl) be a set of elements of W that 
map to a preferred basis of a subkernel of x @&,A. It follows, by the properties of a 
subkernel, that cp (yi, yj) = b,, and p (yi) = ci where the bij, ci E ker ZG + A. 
Proposition 1.4 on p. 51 of [12] implies that there exist si, sij such that 
cisi = bijsii = 0 and Proposition 3.1 implies that there exists a common multiple S of 
the si, Sij, and clearly C$ = biiS = 0. If WC: define y : = YiS it follows, by Proposition 
3.2, that the y I also map to a preferred basis of a subkernel of x @&A. Since, by 
the identities Ql-Q6 on p. 286 of [3], p (y I) = rp(y :, y;) = 0, it follows that the span 
of yl is a pre-subkernel of x. 
Now suppose i is odd. In this case ji is known to be injective - see Chapter I, 
section 2 of [3]. The formation-theoretic interpretat 
section I.2 of [3] imply that to prove the result, it will be su 
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K: is a standard subkernel, 1 is a gre-stigker?8ei, module B -si 
ges. Clearly (H; Kr) =’ (H’; GA so that we need! only csnstru 
Let {Xi} be a preferred basis of H and let yi = EjXjQijs 5’ be a basis of 
common multiple of the Sij (which exists, by .Proposition 3.1) it is clear that 
the image of a submodule K: of H’. Since, by Proposition 3.2, multiplication by 5 
constitutes a simple basis change, the proposition follows by an argument similar to 
the one used in the even-dimensional c se. 
Now we will prove the remaining statements of Theorem 6 in a series of 
,propositions and corollaries. Recall that pj : I’r(ZG + A)-* S?(F) are the maps 
induced by $he identity map of ZG and g : A -+lfiH and that our objective is to 
prove that the pi are isomorphisms for all i. 
Proposition 13.4. Let x = (F, Q, p ) satisfy conditions Ql-Q5 on up. 286 of [3] au&b 
ZG with F YZ free module and let C, denote the following chain complex: 
O+ F 2 Homzo(F,ZG)+Q, i.e., CO = 0, CI = F, 
Cz = Homzo (F, ZG), C3 = 0. 
Then x defines an element of r2Bk(ZG + A) if and only if the compkx C, Be0 A is 
acyclic with Whitehead torsion in B with respect to preferred bases. 
Note that the kernel of g is contained in the Ja(:obson radical of A because of the 
property of A proved in Theorem 1 or the appropriate corollary. It itr necessary to
point this out because, although this property of the kernel of g was proved to hotd 
in Section 2 (and, in fact, is the basis of Theorem 11, the multiplicativeI[y closed set s” 
that we are using in Section 3 corresponds toone of t-he three cases elf Definition S 
and may (in cases (1) and (3)) be strictly smaZIer : han the set S used in Sections I 
and 2. ! 
To prove the proposition it will clearly suffix E, to prove that the correspondin 
map. of W@ groups LFk+ (A)+ L&-@H) is injective since the r-groups are 
subgroups iof the Wall groups - see section -I.2 of [3]* Recall that if R is an 
arbitrary &g and W C &(R) is a suitable sugkxoup, the Wall group X&(R) is 
defined as ;d”( W)Jh (W) (see [14], p. 286), where d : KUl(R)* &(R 
element toithe automorphism of the underlying module and h : &(R)-, 
the hyperbblic homorphism defined on p. 267 of [14]. Consider the comm 
exact diagiam: 
K(g) - K(A) A K, 
*K&(g) - K&(A) el., 
where all verfical maps are h 
the exact sequences in 
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III, section 1. Theorem 7.9, p. 178 of [2] implies that, since ker g is contained in the 
Jacobson radical of A, the map r is surjective. A diagram chase using the fact that g 
is surjective (see Proposition 3.2) shows that g ‘“‘(h (A)) C h(B) and this completes 
the proof. 
gqpsi&# 3.7, Let x = (H, Q, TV, ) represent un element 27f f2k (ZG -L fl), where 0 is 
sOme ring and r is a local epimorphism, H is a free module, and suppose {yi} are Q 
blitz set of prevents of H such that Q (yt, yj) = g (p) = 0 f@?’ all i and jS Let C, demote 
the fQll~wi~g chain complex : 0 --, I; A HA NomzG (F, ZG)+ 0, where .F’ is the free 
module on the set (yi), i is the canonical map to the span of the fyi) in H, and a is 
defined by a(h) = x Q (h, i(u,))y f for, h E H, where (y T) is a dual basis of 
HomzG (F, 2X3) c~~es~~~~ding to the (yi). 
77~1 the span of the fyi) is a ace-subkernel of x, with the’ (yJ ~~a~~i~g to a 
preferred basis of the corresponding subkernel of x Qpzo 8, if and only if C, Qzo 0 is 
simply acyclic. 
Psoot. This is a direct consequence of the definition of a pre-subkernel given on p, 
287 of [3] and Lemma 5.3 on p. 47 of [13]. 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 6. 
&ro&q 3.8, The homomorphisms p2k : rFk(ZG -+ fi ) --, r,A(F) are injective. 
Recall that they have already been shown to be surjective in Corollary 3.5 
. In view of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 in Chapter I of [3] it will s&ice to prove that 
x = (F, p, p) represents an element of r&(F) that is strongly equivalent to zero, 
then n, regarded as an element of ./%@G + A ) (that x could be so regarded was 
proved in Corollary 3.5) is still strongly equivalent o zero. Let {vi) be elements of a 
pre-subkernel of x that r,iap to a preferred basis of n QBzo ZH - here we are 
regarding x as an element of r$k(F) and assuming that it is strongly equivalent to 
zero. If we form the complex C, from x and the {yi}, as in Proposition 3.7, it 
follows that C,@Jzo H is acyclic. Theorem 1 or the approp~ate corollary (see 
Definition 5) now implies that C, QDzc A is also acyclic which, with Proposition 3.7, 
completes the proof of this proposition. 
The hum~m~r~hisms 
These homomorphisms have been proved to be injective in Proposition 3.6. 
~the~~~e~~ interpretation of 
apter I, section 2 of [3]. An element of 
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f &-@) is represented bya triple ( 2) where 13 is a kernel 0ve1~~ 
standard 
F&-, (F) 
standard’subkemel1.K: 
’ is a kernel ove 
and K4 is a gre-subkernel with respect to the map I? It will 
suffice to show that (H’;#:,IQ also represents an element of 
G + A). The only way it could fail to represent an element 
is that Ki could fail to be a pre-subkemel with respect o the ma 
Ki Qza A might not be a direct summand of H’ @Jzo A. That this &eiii not happen 
follows from Proposition 3.7 by an argument exactly like that used in the proof of 
Corollary 3.8. 
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